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Executive Summary
Introduction
To obtain input from local residents, landowners, and
business owners regarding current and future municipal
issues, the City of Sheboygan Falls partnered with the
Sheboygan County UW-Extension Office and UW-River
Falls Survey Research Center to create an opinion
survey. Most of the questions were repeated from a
similar survey conducted in early 2009, although some
questions underwent minor revisions, while others from
2009 were not deemed essential to be included again.
Drafts of the survey were reviewed by the City Plan Commission and a final version was
approved for distribution by the Common Council with the understanding that the survey
results would be advisory only.
A total of 4,390 postcards with a link to the online survey and a unique access code
were delivered by mail in early May 2022 to landowners, homeowners, businesses, and
residential rental units within the City of Sheboygan Falls. The USPS returned 182 of
the postcards due to vacant units, lack of forwarding addresses, etc., leaving a final
total of 4,208.
Two articles in the Falls News contained information about paper copies of the survey
being available at City Hall for those who preferred that option.

Respondents
The login combination of the unique access code and mailing address protected the
integrity of the survey results and ensured a “one vote for each address” tally. 391
surveys were completed online and tabulated automatically by the online survey
software. UW-Extension staff manually inputted the results from 12 paper copies.
Together, online and paper surveys totaled 403 — a response rate of 10% and a
confidence interval of +/- 4.6%.
Nine questions at the end of the survey asked for information about individuals filling
out the survey. Respondents were most often White, homeowners, and in their 50s and
60s; there were only 6 respondents under the age of 25, which, unfortunately, is typical
of community surveys. Over 40% of the respondents had lived in the area for 20 years
or longer, but a substantial percentage of respondents (22%) were “newcomers” who
had moved into the City within the past 5 years.

Results
Questions 1 through 3 were “big picture” questions that focused on quality of life and
future City growth. Small community atmosphere was by far the top reason cited for
why respondents lived in Sheboygan Falls. If growth occurs in the years ahead, a mix
of commercial, residential, and industrial growth is preferred.
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Questions 4 and 5 asked about housing.
The two most serious issues in Sheboygan
Falls according
to
respondents
are
shortages of single-family starter homes
and affordable middle-income housing.
When asked about the location of future
multi-family housing, 47% felt such
housing should be concentrated, while 33%
thought it should be dispersed throughout
the City. These percentages were almost
identical to those of the 2009 survey.
Questions 6 and 7 dealt with transportation. The condition of City streets was the top
concern cited by respondents (42%). No concerns, which had been the top response in
2009 at 36%, received only 24% this time. Most respondents were unsure about the
adequacy of public transportation for groups such as senior citizens and the disabled,
but those who did have an opinion were slightly more likely to say it was inadequate.
Question 8 sought to determine the level of satisfaction with 13 different services
provided by the City. Confirming the findings from Question 6, street maintenance had
the highest “dissatisfied” percentage of any of the services — echoing the survey results
of 6 peer communities. Otherwise, levels of dissatisfaction were low, with 10 of the 13
having “Dissatisfied” + “Very Dissatisfied” percentages of less than 10%.
Question 9 touched on recreational facilities/activities. By far, the top requests
were for trails, bike lanes and kayak and canoe launch, boat ramp. The option of no
new recreational facilities/activities was selected by 15%, down from 29% in 2009.
Question 10 asked for feedback on a pair of future visions for the downtown area.
Half of the respondents favored a downtown with additional “destination” specialty
shops that attract visitors, while 41% preferred the current mix of businesses.
Questions 11, 12 and 13 focused on downtown parking. While over half of the
respondents indicated parking seldom, if ever, discouraged them from visiting the
downtown area, there were still 47% who indicated parking was sometimes or often a
problem for them. Of the 58 respondents who live or work downtown, 37% felt parking
was inadequate for their situation.
Question 14 asked about ordinance enforcement. The top response had 47% of
respondents indicating stricter enforcement was needed regarding property
maintenance/condition.
Finally, given an opportunity in Question 15 to add personal comments on any
additional issues not covered by the survey, 156 respondents offered feedback that
covered a wide variety of subjects. The most frequent theme was parking (downtown,
overnight in residential areas), mentioned by 18 commenters. Finishing second with 16
were the comments that cited very positive reasons for living in Sheboygan Falls.
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Methodology and Response Rate
Prior to survey distribution, Kevin Struck from the Extension Office met multiple times
with the City Plan Commission to review and revise the questions for this opinion
survey, as well as the details of distribution and tabulation. To promote a fair tally, the
City decided to limit survey distribution to one survey per household or business.
Most questions were repeats from a similar survey conducted in 2009, although some
questions underwent minor revisions, while others from 2009 were not deemed
essential enough to be included again. A final draft of the survey was reviewed by the
City’s Common Council in February 2022 and approved for distribution with the
understanding that the survey results would be advisory only.
The Survey Research Center at UW-River Falls then created an online version of the
survey and City officials were provided with a practice link. A couple of minor
adjustments were then made to the format of the survey before the link went “live.”
A total of 4,390 postcards with a link to the online survey and a unique access code
were sent by mail in early May 2022 to landowners, homeowners, businesses, and
residential rental units within the City of Sheboygan Falls. Current addresses were
obtained from two sources: 1) Sheboygan County’s 9-1-1 database, which includes
rental units, and 2) the County’s tax parcel database, which includes owner names and
mailing addresses for vacant parcels, and owner names and addresses for individuals
who own property in the City but are not residents. Duplicate names were removed
from the final mailing list. The USPS returned 182 of the postcards due to vacant units,
lack of forwarding addresses, etc., leaving a final total of 4,208. This is a 4%
“undelivered” rate, which is within the typical range of returns for such mailings.
Two Falls News articles contained information about paper copies of the survey being
available at City Hall or the Extension Office for those preferring a non-internet option.
The initial deadline for the survey’s return was May 23, 2022; however, the deadline
was extended to May 31 to give more opportunity for paper copies to be submitted
The login combination of the unique access code and mailing address protected the
integrity of the survey results and ensured a “one vote for each address” tally. 391
surveys were completed online and tabulated automatically by the online survey
software. UW-Extension staff manually inputted the results from 12 paper copies.
Together, online and paper surveys totaled 403 — a response rate of 10%. (The
response rate for the only recent similar survey in the area was 11% for the Village of
Cedar Grove’s 2020 survey, which was primarily online, with paper copies available from
the Village Clerk.)
The confidence interval for the survey results is +/- 4.6%. This indicates that a choice
for a given question selected by, say, 65% would be accurate to within 4.6% either
way, meaning that the actual percentage is somewhere between 69.6% and 60.4%.
The generally accepted goal for opinion surveys is a confidence interval of 5% or less.
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To further verify the legitimacy of the 2022 survey results with its 403 responses versus
the 2009 survey with 1,118 responses, an exercise was conducted by Extension staff.
A random selection was made of only 250 of the surveys from 2009 and the percentages
were calculated for the choices selected in Question 4 (the first question on the survey
with one choice expected). These percentages were then compared with the
percentages for all 1,118 surveys. The results are below. Percentages for Questions 7 10 were then calculated for the same 250 surveys and also found to be very similar to
the percentages for all 1,118 surveys.
If volunteers were unavailable for functions such as the fire department, emergency first responders, etc.,
which one of the following would you prefer?
1,118
250

Pay someone

I’ll volunteer

Find volunteer

Better volunteer $

Do without

Other

20.5%
20.1%

5.9%
6.2%

6.4%
7.0%

63.4%
64.0%

0.9%
0.4%

2.9%
2.2%

Technical Notes

I. Format of Results
The results for each question are shown with the percentage of those who responded
to each choice, followed by the actual number of respondents in parenthesis.
Example: 37% (22)
II. Calculating percentages for “check one” questions
Percentages for these questions were calculated by dividing the number of responses
to each choice by the total number of respondents to the particular question. This is the
same process used by the National Research Center, Inc. and ETC Institute, two industry
leaders in performing community surveys.
III. Calculating percentages for “check all that apply” questions
Percentages for questions where respondents were invited to check more than one
possible response were calculated by dividing the number of responses for each choice
listed by the total number of responses to the question. Because respondents were not
limited to one choice, this naturally yields a total percentage that exceeds 100% and is
not an error.
IV. Quality control
No unauthorized/duplicate responses to the survey were detected.
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“Past” and “Peer” Comparisons
Although the response percentages for each question are useful all by themselves, it
can also be helpful and interesting to compare results to past surveys the community
has done and/or to recent surveys completed by similar communities.
The City previously did a survey in 2009. Some of the same questions on the 2009
survey were repeated in this survey. Where noteworthy, the responses between the
two surveys for a particular question are compared in the right-hand column of the
results table.
A “peer” group of 12 Wisconsin cities or villages with populations between 4,000 and
14,000 that had recently completed community surveys was identified for
comparison: Bellevue, Cedarburg, Columbus, DeForest, Little Chute, McFarland, Port
Washington, River Falls, Sparta, Two Rivers, Union Grove, and Verona.
There was enough overlap of similar—in some cases almost identical—questions
among the communities that an average percentage could be calculated for several
responses to various questions. Where it is of interest to compare a peer group
average response to the Sheboygan Falls response for a similar question, a comment
is provided in the right-hand column of the results table.
A review of the peer group surveys reveals a consistency in the response percentages
for certain questions. For example, when asked about their level of satisfaction with
municipal snow removal, the percentages of positive responses were 70% in Grafton,
71% in River Falls, 68% in Bellevue, 82% in Cedarburg, 71% in Little Chute, 79% in
Port Washington, and 81% in Sheboygan Falls. Such consistency would tend to give
credibility to the concept of conducting community surveys in general.
Further, since the response percentages for Sheboygan Falls frequently echoed the
average percentages for peers on certain questions, it is more likely that the overall
results for the Sheboygan Falls survey are also credible.
Since there appears to be evidence for consistency on a few questions across multiple
peer community surveys, it is not unreasonable to infer that had Sheboygan Falls
asked certain additional questions, the response percentages would likely have been
at least somewhat close to the averages for the peer communities that did indeed ask
these questions on their survey.
With this in mind, the next page contains a question and response percentages from
two peer communities that may be of some interest to Sheboygan Falls officials.
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From PORT WASHINGTON survey in 2021
Q14 – From which of the following sources do you currently get information about the City of
Port Washington?
Word of mouth (family, friends) 73%
City website 58%
Local newspapers 56%
City Facebook page 53%
TV news channels 11%
Neighborhood association 7%
City cable access channel 5%
YouTube 3%
Radio 3%
City Twitter page 1%
From UNION GROVE survey in Oct 2019
Q7 – What sources do you rely on to learn about Village of Union Grove information?
Village Voice (quarterly newsletter) 94%
Word of mouth 84%
Village website 76%
Local newspapers +/- 63%
Westine Report weekly newspaper serving Union Grove and surrounding areas 39%
Racine Journal Times newspaper 47%
Village E-News (monthly email newsletter) 61%
Village Facebook page 56%
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Respondent Characteristics

Was the survey respondent a business
owner/manager in the City? (Q16)
If “yes” their survey was
complete. If “no” they were
presented with Questions 17
through 24.

♦

No: 85% (341)
♦ Yes: 15% (60)
(No response): (2)

What was race/ethnicity breakdown of
respondents? (Q17)
2020 ACS

White: 97% (319)

96%

Asian: 0.3% (1)

2%

Hispanic: 0% (0)

7%

Black: 0.3% (1)
Native American: 0.3% (1)
Other: 2.4% (8)

Note: The U.S. Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey
(ACS) percentages in this table
exceed 100% due to 1) margins
of error in sampling and 2)
“Hispanic” is actually an
ethnicity and should therefore
not be added to the other
percentages, which are for
races.

0.4%
1%
2.4%

(No response): (12)

What was the most common age range of
those filling out the survey? (Q18)
2020 ACS

18-24 yrs: 2% (6)

7%

25-34 yrs: 7% (25)

12%

35-44 yrs: 18% (59)

12%

45-54 yrs: 18% (61)

12%

55-64 yrs: 26% (87)

18%

65-74 yrs: 20% (68)

10%

75+ yrs: 9% (31)

9%

In 2009, the 75+ age group
made up 15% of survey
respondents although they were
only 9.5% of the City’s
population. The 2022 survey
represented the 75+ age group
more accurately.
Both 2009 and 2022 surveys
similarly over-represented the
35-74 groups.
Both surveys similarly underrepresented the 18-34 groups.
The option of an online survey
in 2022 did not attract a higher
response for these groups.

(No response): (4)
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What percentage of respondents own
their residence? Rent? (Q19)
2020 ACS

♦

Own: 89% (303)
♦ Rent: 10% (34)
♦

65%
35%

Don’t live in City: 1% (2)

(No response): (2)

How long have respondents lived in or
owned property in the City of Sheboygan
Falls? (Q20)
Less than 5 yrs: 22% (73)

Per the ACS, a much lower
percentage of renters
responded than exists in the
general City population. This is
typical, however. The average
response rate for 6 peer
communities was 88% for Own
and 11% for Rent.

The recent average for 7 peer
communities was 23% for Less
than 5 years. Sheboygan Falls
appears to attract newcomers
at a normal rate.
The recent average for 7 peer
communities was 37% for 20
years or longer. Sheboygan
Falls appears to be keeping its
residents as well or better than
its peers.

5-10 yrs: 17% (58)
11-19 yrs: 21% (70)
20 yrs or longer: 41% (138)
(No response): (2)

What percentage of respondents work in
the City of Sheboygan Falls? (Q21)
In 2009, about the same
percentage of respondents
worked within the City.
Similarly, 30% were retired.

♦

Yes: 18% (61)
♦ No: 47% (160)
♦

Retired: 32% (110)
♦ Not employed: 2% (8)

The retired option appeared on
3 peer surveys: 21% in
Cedarburg, 33% in Little Chute,
17% in Sparta.

(No response): (2)
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How far do City of Sheboygan Falls
residents travel to work? (Q22)
Not applicable: 34% (116)

In 2009, the top response was
also 1 - 10 miles.

Work at home: 9% (31)
Less than 1 mile: 4% (14)

Work at home has tripled from
its 2009 rate of 3%.

1 - 10 miles: 38% (127)

Long-distance commuting (45
miles +) has remained at the
same rate as in 2009.

11 - 19 miles: 9% (29)
20 - 44 miles: 3% (11)
45 miles or more: 3% (9)
(No response): (4)

Respondent households had how many
members? (Q23)
2020 ACS

1 member: 20% (66)

33%

2 members: 49% (166)

41%

3 members: 12% (39)

15%

4 members: 13% (43)

4+ 11%

Similar to the 2009 survey, the
2022 survey under-represented
households with 1 member, and
over-represented households
with 4 or more members,
according to the ACS.

5 or more: 7% (23)
(No response): (4)

How do respondents access email or the
Internet? (Q24)
Only at home: 38% (130)
Only at work: 0% (0)
At home and work: 56% (190)
No access: 0.3% (1)
Prefer not to answer: 5% (17)
(No response): (3)
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Survey Results
- QUALITY OF LIFE & CITY GROWTH -

Q1: Why do you choose to live, own
property, or do business in Sheboygan
Falls? (choose up to 3 items)
Small community atmosphere 62% (248)

2009 survey top results...
1) Small community atmosphere
2) Safety/feeling of security
3) Location with respect to job/
commuting distance
4) Quietness/serenity

Location with respect to occupation/
commuting distance 40% (162)

When considered with Q2,
careful decision making will be
needed to maintain small
community atmosphere while
allowing moderate population
growth and encouraging
additional jobs and commercial
options.

Safety/feeling of security 39% (156)
Family/local ties 36% (144)
Quietness/serenity 32% (130)
City appearance/aesthetics 18% (73)
Low taxes 13% (53)
Availability of affordable housing 11% (44)
School district 9% (38)

Near job, the second choice, is
a built-in advantage for the City
that it should seek to leverage
whenever it can.

Municipal services provided 7% (28)
Other 5% (20) – see pg. 23 for text
(No response): (0)

Looking at the results from only those respondents who have
lived in Sheboygan Falls less than 5 years, near job topped the
responses at 55%, followed by small community atmosphere at
48%, and quietness at 40%.
For those respondents who have lived in Sheboygan Falls 20
years or longer, the top response was small community
atmosphere with 67%. Second and third were safety at 46%
and family/local ties at 45%.
Respondents who identified as business owners/managers
chose the top four reasons at nearly identical rates as the
overall percentages. They were twice as likely to value City
appearance/aesthetics, however.
Note: Low percentages don’t necessarily mean certain factors
are unimportant. Respondents were limited to 3 choices, so
they could only choose the most important to them.
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Looking at the results from only
the 18-34 age range, near job
was tops at 65%, affordable
housing was second at 39%,
and small community
atmosphere third at 35%.
Schools was only 13%, which is
not so surprising given this
group’s low child-bearing rate.
For the 65+ age range, 70%
selected small community
atmosphere, 43% chose
quietness, and 37% chose
safety. Affordable housing was
only chosen by 13%.
Looking at the results from only
those respondents who
identified as renters, near job
was first with 53%, followed by
small community atmosphere at
50%. Affordable housing was
fourth at 38%.

Q2: Which one of the following do you
prefer for Sheboygan Falls over the next
10 years? (choose one)
Mix of residential, commercial, and industrial
growth 38% (153)
Mix of residential and commercial growth 34% (135)
Little or no growth 15% (59)
Mostly commercial growth 8% (31)

Due to declining school
enrollments, many cities are
leaning toward preferring
substantial population growth.
For example, on a similar
question, 49% of Cedarburg
respondents chose mostly
residential.
In 2009, only 3.4% of
Sheboygan Falls respondents
chose No growth.
Although there is some support
for residential in the results for
Sheboygan Falls, that may be
tempered by the significant
increase in no growth
sentiments.

Mostly residential growth 6% (24)
(No response): (1)

Q3: What is your opinion of the rate of
growth in Sheboygan Falls over the past
10 years?
Residential development:
Too slow 17% (67)
Just right 53% (212)
Too fast 18% (72)
No opinion 12% (50)
Commercial development:
Too slow 38% (153)
Just right 44% (175)
Too fast 5% (21)
No opinion 13% (51)
Industrial development:
Too slow 15% (60)
Just right 57% (226)
Too fast 10% (39)
No opinion 19% (74)
(No response): (4)
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Just right growth rates clearly
topped all 3 categories. That
said, the 18% too fast is
substantially higher for
Residential than the too fast
percentages for Commercial
and Industrial.
Also of note is the too slow
percentage for Commercial,
which is substantially higher
than for Residential and
Industrial.
Residents who have lived in
Sheboygan Falls for 20 years or
longer, who would likely have
the best perspective on the rate
of growth over time, responded
to this question at similar
percentages to those overall—
except that slightly more of
them felt the rate of
Commercial was too slow
(42%) and the rate of
Residential was too fast (21%).

- HOUSING -

Q4: Which, if any, of the following are
serious housing issues in Sheboygan Falls?
(check all that apply)
Shortage of single-family starter homes 39% (155)
Shortage of affordable middle-income housing 39% (155)
Too many rental housing units and/or condos 30% (120)
Rundown houses, apartments, mobile homes 29% (115)
Shortage of available lots 21% (83)
Need for more and/or better assisted/senior living
options 17% (70)
Shortage of rental housing/apartments 12% (48)
Limited upscale housing options 10% (40)
None of the above 15% (61)
(No response): (2)

Looking at the results
solely from those
respondents who identified
as renters paints a
different picture: 45% (vs.
12% overall) felt there was
a shortage of rental
housing and only 3% (vs.
30% overall) felt there
were too many rental
units.
Only 27% (vs. 39%
overall) of renters felt
there was a shortage of
starter homes.
30% (vs. 17% overall) of
respondents 65 years of
age or older felt there was
a need for more or better
assisted/senior living.

Q5: Do you feel that multi-family housing
(e.g., apartment complexes, duplexes, fourplexes, etc.) should be concentrated in one
or only a few designated areas of the City,
or should they be dispersed among singlefamily residences?
Should be concentrated 47% (191)
Should be dispersed 33% (133)
Not sure 20% (79)

In 2009, 46% of
respondents preferred
concentrated, while 31%
chose dispersed.

(No response): (0)
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- TRANSPORTATION -

Q6: As you travel on streets, roads, and
highways within Sheboygan Falls, are any
of the following of concern to you?
(check all that apply and provide
examples)
Condition of streets, roads, and highways 42% (161)
Where? Fond du Lac Ave (55 of 154 comments)
Congestion 35% (135)
Where? Downtown (98 of 133)
Conflicts with truck traffic 31% (119)
Where? Downtown (58 of 115)

The top concern, Condition of
streets... is echoed in Q8
where Street maintenance
received a substantial
“Dissatisfied” percentage.
Congestion may be difficult to
reduce, since it is partly due to
the downtown’s rectangular
form – in contrast to cities with
linear downtowns that stretch
out along a single main street.
All of the “Where?” comments
are listed starting on pg. 24.
Top responses are shown here
in left panel.

Safety 25% (96)
Where? STH 23 & CTH TT* (12 of 96)
I have no concerns, the streets, roads, and highways
in Sheboygan Falls are adequate 24% (94)
Conflicts with bicyclists and pedestrians 15% (56)
Where? Wide variety of comments
(No response): (19)
* Located outside City limits

In 2009, the most selected
response was No concerns
(36%).
Second in 2009 was Condition
of streets... (24%). The 199
comments included 47
specifying “Fond du Lac Ave /
CTH C,” which was by far
mentioned the most often as
needing improvement.

Q7: Is public transportation adequate in
Sheboygan Falls for the following groups?
Senior Citizens:
Yes 13% (52)

No 15% (61)

Not sure 72% (285)

The Disabled:
Yes 11% (42)

No 13% (50)

Not sure 77% (304)

The Workforce:
Yes 16% (65)

No 15% (58)

Not sure 69% (273)

General Users:
Yes 23% (93)

No 14% (56)

Not sure 62% (248)

(No response): (5)
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For the “Senior Citizens”
results from only the 65+ age
range, the percentages were
nearly identical to the overall
results.
Looking only at responses from
60 business owners/managers
for “The Workforce”, 44 were
Not sure. 10 chose No. Only 6
felt public transportation was
adequate for this group.

- CITY SERVICES -

Q8: Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following
services provided by the City of Sheboygan Falls:

Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral /
No Opinion

Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Street maintenance

9%

45%

21%

22%

4%

Snow removal

27%

54%

11%

7%

2%

Street lighting

19%

58%

12%

9%

1%

Garbage and recycling program

18%

53%

12%

13%

3%

Park maintenance

26%

54%

15%

3%

1%

Public sewer

21%

58%

18%

2%

1%

Type of Service

Table of results continued on next page

(No response): (0)
In 2009, Street maintenance had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 71%, with 13%
“Unsatisfied” or “Very Unsatisfied.” These percentages changed in 2022 to 54% and 26%. The average
positive response for 6 peer communities was 59%, which indicates street maintenance has become a
bigger challenge nearly everywhere.
In 2009, Snow removal had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 73%. That percentage increased
in 2022 to 81%. (The 2009 survey was conducted in January-February, while the 2022 survey was in
April-May.) “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” for business owners/managers was 78%. The average positive
response for 6 peer communities was 74% for Snow removal.
In 2009, Street lighting had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 82%. That percentage declined
slightly to 77% in 2022. The average positive response for 4 peer communities was 74% for Street
lighting.
In 2009, Garbage and recycling program had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 92%. That
percentage declined to 71% in 2022 – and 63% when looking at business owners/managers only. The
average positive response for 6 peer communities was 85% for Garbage and recycling program.
In 2009, Park maintenance had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 89%. That percentage
declined slightly to 80% in 2022. Only one identified peer community focused exclusively on Park
maintenance; its positive response was 84%.
In 2009, Public sewer had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 88%. That percentage declined
slightly to 79% in 2022. The average positive response for 3 peer communities was 75% for Public sewer.
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Q8 continued...

Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral /
No Opinion

Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Public water supply

25%

60%

12%

2%

0%

Public electric utility

24%

60%

12%

4%

1%

Storm water drainage

18%

54%

21%

6%

2%

Fire protection

39%

47%

14%

0%

0%

Police protection

38%

48%

11%

2%

0%

Ambulance/emergency medical

32%

43%

24%

0%

0%

Library

36%

37%

26%

1%

0%

Type of Service

(No response): (0)
In 2009, Public water supply had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 91%. That percentage
declined slightly to 85% in 2022. The average positive response for 4 peer communities was 77% for
Public water supply.
In 2009, Public electric utility was not listed as a service, therefore no response percentages are
available. The “Very Satisfied” + “Satisfied” response for 2022 is 84%. “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” for
business owners/managers was 78%. Only one identified peer community focused on Public electric
utility; its positive response was 87%.
In 2009, Storm water drainage had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 77%. That percentage
declined slightly to 72% in 2022. The average positive response for 4 peer communities was 78% for
Storm water drainage.
In 2009, Fire protection had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 93%. That percentage declined
to 86% in 2022. The average positive response for 6 peer communities was 89% for Fire protection.
In 2009, Police protection had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 89%. That percentage declined
slightly to 86% in 2022 – but increased for business owners/managers to 95%. The average positive
response for 6 peer communities was 86% for Police protection.
In 2009, Ambulance/emergency medical had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 89%. That
percentage declined to 75% in 2022. The average positive response for 5 peer communities was 83% for
Ambulance/emergency medical.
In 2009, Library had a “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response of 89%. That percentage declined to 73%
in 2022. The average positive response for 5 peer communities was 89% for Library.
Although almost all of the categories showed declines in “Very satisfied” + “Satisfied” response
percentages from 2009 to 2022, it is important to note that most of these categories had little or no
“Dissatisfied” + “Very dissatisfied” responses in 2022.
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- RECREATION -

Q9: In the future, what new
recreational facilities/activities
would you like to see developed in
Sheboygan Falls? (choose up to 3)
Trails, bike lanes 46% (183)
Kayak and canoe launch, boat ramp 45% (177)
Small neighborhood parks 29% (115)
Multi-purpose courts (tennis, basketball,
pickleball) 22% (85)
No new recreational facilities/activities
needed 15% (60)

Trails, bike lanes was selected
at an average rate of 35% on
3 peer community surveys.
In 2009, Non-motorized
recreational trail (33%) and No
new recreational
facilities/activities needed
(29%) were easily the top two
responses.
The top “Other” in 2009 was
dog park, which was written in
by 27 respondents.

Park shelters 13% (50)
Additional large Park(s) shelters 12% (49)
Soccer fields 11% (43)
Ball diamonds 5% (21)
Other (specify) 16% (64)

The top “Other” in 2022 were
trails with 11 comments (even
though trails was a selectable
choice), and splash pad/
swimming, also with 11
comments. (See pg. 40 for the
full text of the “Other”
comments.)

(No response): (8)

- DOWNTOWN -

Q10: As retail shopping is increasingly
done online, what is your vision of
Sheboygan Falls’ downtown area 10 years
from now? (choose one)
Additional “Destination” specialty shops that
attract visitors 50% (200)
Similar to the current mix of businesses and
land uses 41% (164)
Other (please specify) 9% (34)
(No response): (5)
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Looking only at results from
business owners/managers,
they preferred additional
“destination” shops at a higher
rate (59%) than respondents
overall.
The top “Other” themes were
more restaurants; parking; or
shops. (See pg. 43 for the full
text of the “Other” comments.)

Q11: Regarding parking in the downtown
area of Sheboygan Falls, which one of
the following best describes your
situation?
Parking seldom, if ever, discourages me from
visiting the downtown area 53% (211)
Parking sometimes discourages me from
visiting the downtown area 32% (126)
Parking often discourages me from
visiting the downtown area 15% (59)
(No response): (7)

Responding to a related
question in 2009, 46%
indicated parking in the
downtown area was not a
problem, while 38% said that
yes, parking was a problem.
Although it’s good to see often
discourages far below the
other choices, 15% is still a
sizable number of potential
customers.
Looking at the results from
only the 65+ age range, the
percentages were nearly
identical to the overall results.

Q12: Do you live or work in downtown
Sheboygan Falls?
No 86% (343)
Yes 14% (58)
(No response): (2)
Q13: If you answered yes to Question 12,
which of the following best describes
your situation?
Parking downtown is generally adequate
for me 63% (36)
Parking downtown is generally inadequate
for me 37% (21)
(No response): (1)
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Note: This question differs
from Question 11 in that it is
asking only those who live or
work downtown rather than
the community at large.

- ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT -

Q14: Do any of the following issues in
Sheboygan Falls need stricter
enforcement? (check all that apply)
Property maintenance/condition 47% (139)
Truck traffic on non-truck routes 36% (107)
Vehicle speed/traffic laws 33% (96)
Parking in the downtown area 22% (66)
Noise/disturbances 17% (50)

Although it was not the
intention of the “Other” choice,
3 respondents used the
“Other” option to specify that
no additional enforcement is
needed. Adding these 3 to the
108 who did not check any of
the choices, one possible
interpretation is that 28% of
survey respondents oppose
stricter enforcement.
Most of the “Other” comments
covered issues already listed.
(See pg. 44 for the full text of
the “Other” comments.)

Parking in residential areas 9% (26)
Other (please specify) 12% (36)
(No response): (108)

- OTHER ISSUES / COMMENTS -

Q15: Please include comments on any
additional issues here:
39% (156) of respondents wrote comments. Here were the
major themes and number of times mentioned:
•

Parking (downtown, overnight in residential areas)
18 comments

•

Very positive about living in Sheboygan Falls
16 comments

•

Parks (use, dogs, needs, trees)
10 comments

•

Housing (low-income, apartments, single-family)
9 comments

•

Noise (trucks, industrial, barking)
8 comments

•

See pg. 46 for the full text of
the comments for Question 15.
Profile of these 16 respondents
Age range is relatively evenly
distributed between 35 - 75+
93% own their home
They are most likely to either
be long-time residents or
newcomers
They are most likely 1 or 2
member households

Property maintenance (residences, yards)
8 comments
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By far, the top 2 reasons they
live in Sheboygan Falls is
safety and small community
atmosphere

- This page intentionally left blank –
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Written Comments

QUESTION 1: Why do you choose to live, own property, or do business in
Sheboygan Falls? (choose up to 3 items)
Small community atmosphere
Loca on with respect to occupa on/commu ng distance
Safety/feeling of security
Family/local es
Quietness/serenity
City appearance/aesthe cs
Low taxes
Availability of aﬀordable housing
School district
Municipal services provided

Other (please specify): [20 comments, see below]
Housing... 5
It had a home I liked
Only home available when we were looking to move to the area
Beautiful lot available to build on
It was where we could build at the time between family.
Own home here
Local ties... 2
I grew up here
Grew up here
Location... 2
Proximity to Lake Michigan and other locations in WI we want to be near
Great location in Sheboygan County near Kohler
Golfing... 2
Golf
Home on golf course
Job... 2
One person chose due to occupation. The other didn’t but had to move here.
Work
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Affordability... 2
Cost of living
Reasonable utilities
Miscellaneous...
Walk ability
Taxes no longer low compared to when I moved here in 2005
It was the school initially but wow was that a mistake
Not sure
I’m moving out of city

QUESTION 6: As you travel on the streets, roads, and highways within Sheboygan
Falls, are any of the following of concern to you? (check all that apply and provide
examples)
Condi on of streets, roads, and highways
Conges on
Conflicts with truck traﬃc
Safety
I have no concerns, the streets, roads, and highways in Sheboygan Falls are adequate
Conflicts with bicyclists and pedestrians

Where? [552 comments, see below]

CONDITION of STREETS 154
Fond du Lac Ave... 55
At the intersection of Fond du Lac Ave and Alfred Miley Ave the road is terrible there and with the new turning
lane, you are forced to drive through the worst of it. There are also a few deep depression on Pine street. One
big depression by 418, A couple around a couple by Mill and Summer St
Always wear and tear after winter. Exp. Fond du Lac Ave
Buffalo, Fond du Lac
County Rd C/Fond du Lac, Pine St
FDL Avenue. Western Avenue.
Fond du Lac Ave [24 times]
Fond du Lac Avenue road in poor condition
Fond du Lac Street from Kohler to Dairy Queen
Fond du Lac, Western, Broadway from Pine to Cedar
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Fond du Lac Ave -- lots of potholes
Fond du Lac Ave from Kohler to Hwy 32
Fond du Lac Ave is in horrible condition to drive on
Fond du Lac Ave needs fixing
Fond du Lac Ave, from Hwy 32 to Popular
Fond du Lac Ave, Monroe
Fond du Lac Ave, Poplar St, Monroe St
Fond du Lac Ave, road from River Park up to River Oaks subdivision
Fond du Lac Ave, too many areas to list
Fond du Lac Ave, Western Ave
Fond du Lac Ave. All streets need attention!
Fond du Lac Avenue and Wisconsin Street
Fond du Lac between Piggly Wiggly and Hwy 32, Western Av betw 1st & 2nd, how quickly potholes develop on
Hwy 32 betw Fond du Lac & Hwy 23
Fond du Lac is awlful from Curt Joa to SFES
Fond du Lac, Wilson, Western, Lower Falls
Fond du Lac Ave & most roads in the city are terrible.
Fond du Lac Ave, Wilson Ave, Monroe Street
Fond du Lac, most residential streets
For every one decent street, 3 are past prime
FROM THE POINT TO DQ CORNER
Most streets Fond du Lac Ave especially
Residential streets are bumpy as is Fond du Lac Ave
Take your pick. But Fond du Lac Ave and Pine Street are especially bad.
Almost everywhere... 26
A number of streets
All major roads
All over
All over the city
All over, roads bad
City streets poor
City streets starting to degrade
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City wide
Everywhere
Everywhere!
In many areas
Many city streets across town
Many roads need resurfacing
Many side roads
Many street need repair and do not look pleasing
Many streets are in need of repairs/replacement
Most of our streets are terrible, literally terrible.
Patchwork work, too many places to name
Potholes randomly every where
Pretty much city wide
Residential - most everywhere!
Road surfaces are generally fair to very poor
Roads in need of repair throughout the city
Streets in bad condition
Too many to list
Too many to name.
Western Ave... 18
Western Ave [7 times]
Western & Fond du Lac Ave's
Western Ave (1st St. to 5th St.)
Western Ave between 5th and Westwood
Western Ave by River Park
Western Ave in bad shape
Western Ave, many others
Western Ave, Rangeline
Western Ave; Cty C
Western Avenue from 6th Street and 1st Street
Western Avenue is terrible
Western Avenue...but I believe that will be rectified this year
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Pine St... 12
All of Pine Street and Pinehurst
Pine St [6 times]
Pine St all the way out to Saint Mary cemetery. Fond du Lac Avenue from Rangeline Road all the way to Piggly
Wiggly.
Pine St., Pinehurst Ct., Fond du Lac Ave. by schools
Pine Street has been horrible for all 25 years I lived on that road and still today d
Pine Street near St Mary cemetery road needs repairs
Pine Street west end
Poplar St... 5
Poplar St [2 times]
Poplar St and Fond du Lac Ave
Poplar Street, Fond du Lac Ave. Areas around schools. So many city streets to name are in need of repair.
Poplar, Park, Buffalo
CTH C... 3
County C
County Road C heading towards Plymouth is a bit bumpy, and the railroad intersections downtown have
understandibly degraded over time
Hwy C west of TT is in terrible condition.
Pinehurst Ct... 2
Pinehurst
Pinehurst should be repaved
Miscellaneous...
Better surveillance of street repairs.
Broadway & Downtown
Can’t name specific street but I’m sure there’s more than a couple roads in town that could use some work
Covington Drive. We pay taxes but get only garbage service
Downtown and many major streets are in dire need of repair; potholes and lack of streetlights also an issue
Fair at best
General comment only, budget concerns slow improvement
Generally good. Roundabouts greatly improved safety.
Good
Highway 32 and Highway 23 intersection
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Lower Falls Rd, Upper Falls Road, Monroe, Cnty C
Major roads
Mark Ave.
Monroe St., Poplar St., Fond du Lac Ave., Detroit St.
Monroe, FDL
Need to fix streets following winter -- fill in cracks, including on lesser used roads
Park Street area heading towards PPP
Paving needed
Potholes and worn out pavement around storm drains
Rangeline & TT
Rangeline is bad.
Residential areas
Semi's are hitting curbing, causing damage to otherwise well-maintained streets
Settlers Trl
Side roads are bad and getting worse. Like Oak ST
Some of the roads could be redone. Neighborhoods surrounding downtown area. And trees added! We lost so
many.
The downtown train track curbs are ridiculous.
The railroad to nowhere in downtown falls is a nuisance
Westwynde Bluffs roads splitting is concern for bikes and walkers.
Wilson Ave...new roadwork didn't correct lack of pitch...now water pools worse intersection of 6th and Wilson
Woodveiw Ave
Yes, and sidewalks
Yes. Many side streets have had previous work where road patches have sunk, and potholes

CONGESTION 133
Downtown... 98
Downtown [28 times]
Downtown at 3 pm
Downtown and Hwy 32 from Fondue lac Ave to roundabout
Downtown area [6 times]
Downtown area before and after school
Downtown area between 3pm and 5pm
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Downtown at the four-way stop signs, usually during am & pm rush hours on weekdays, especially related to
school busses & other school traffic
Downtown before and after school and Middle School and Elementary School
Downtown before school starts
Downtown Driving
Downtown during any sort of event- parade, festival, etc.
Downtown during school hours maybe have officer helping flow
Downtown during school pick up and drop off times
Downtown during school start time
Downtown every day before and after school
Downtown in afternoon
Downtown in the morning -- I take a different way to avoid it
Downtown intersection [2 times]
Downtown major congestion
Downtown parking [2 times]
Downtown when High School is dismissed
Downtown where Broadway and Monroe cross.
DOWNTOWN & HWY 32 NORTH
Downtown, Hwy 32 north of town the left hand turns
Downtown, particularly during lunch and dinner.
Downtown. No trucks should be allowed.
4 way stop downtown too much traffic certain times everyday.
Before and after school downtown
90 degree intersection downtown
Big trucks passing through center of city
Congestion during peak travel time in downtown area
Four way stop downtown
Just downtown area during peak hours
Use the police dept to direct traffic in a.m. and p.m. at downtown intersection.
Why must we do garbage pickup in downtown at the same time everyone is taking kids to school.
Get rid of unsafe stop sign in downtown that is a "no stop for a right turn"
No very large semi traffic unless delivery is needed for downtown businesses
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Morning and afternoon Traffic at the school -- morning/evening rush hour traffic in downtown area
Not sure why the City workers need to hang flags/decorations, and clear excess snow from the main downtown
streets during the peak Mon-Fri hours (7:00-8:00 a.m.) when families are commuting to schools and jobs. They
impede the already crazy traffic flow during that time period.
POOR downtown parking
The 4 way stop in downtown to school
The 4 way stops downtown
BROADWAY
Broadway & Monroe [9 times]
Broadway and Pine [3 times]
Broadway at stop signs.
Corner of Broadway/ CTH PP
Corner by chamber building and surrounding blocks during school drop off and pickup
4 corners by Buehler's after school
Intersection of Buffalo and Hwy 32
Main St by the old Minit Mart downtown
MONROE/PINE/BROADWAY
Monroe & Broadway, Pine Street
Schools/Fond du Lac Ave... 10
Elementary & Middle School
Fond du Lac Ave and Poplar on school mornings
Fond du Lac Ave and popular during school hours
Fond du Lac Ave. & Popular when school lets out
Fond du Lac by the schools
Fond du Lac Ave and Poplar St
Middle School area
Near the elementary and middle school morning and afternoon
Near the schools
State street during school pickup hours. Parents should be picking kids up at the school. Not in a small
neighborhood where they are parking in the streets and making it a hazardous environment. Cannot safely back
out of driveway. Cannot see if children are coming. And many of them walk down the middle of the road. Need
someone patrolling or for parents to just pick up at school. Not safe at all and no respect for the fact that this is a
neighborhood and not a parking lot.
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STH 23 & STH 32... 6
23 and 32 interchange
32 and 23 west. Need circle
Getting off 23 can be awful during the afternoon. Please put roundabouts on both sides of the highway.
Intersection 32 & 23, roundabout at Happy on & 32, intersection Hwy C & Main
Main Street and Fond du Lac 4 way stop and HWY 32 & 23 West Exit
North off-ramp of Hwy 23 & Hwy 32
Fond du Lac & Main... 4
4-way stops on 32
Corner by DQ
Intersection of County C and Hwy 32
The intersection between Fond du Lac Avenue and 32 is always congested
Miscellaneous...
32 & Willow Drive
Congested in rush hours
County Road C near Piggly Wiggly
CTY RD TT and 23
Generally okay
HWY 32 and Forest Ave
Hwy 32, only one way over the river -- have to go through town.
Intersection of TT & Hwy 23 and Fond du Lac & Poplar
Kwik Trip entrance off of Hwy 32 going North
Main St has issues during school pickup and drop off
Need something better when school is out since Falls buses so few kids. It’s a nightmare
No
There needs to be traffic direction at the intersection of Alfred Miley and Tower Drive for morning and
afternoon pickup
Traffic on Highway 32
TT
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TRUCK TRAFFIC CONFLICTS 115
Downtown... 58
A lot of semi traffic on Hwy 32 route thru downtown is not easy for semi or cars as obstacles. Along with semis
blocking roads in old business park
At the infamous sharp turns on WI-32 & CTH PP downtown
Broadway and Monroe
Broadway Ave
Downtown Falls
Downtown [16 times]
Downtown 4 way stop-semi’s
Downtown and Hwy C
Downtown Area [2 times]
Downtown area should be closed to large semi-trucks
Downtown around 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Downtown intersections
Downtown Mill St
Downtown now and then
Downtown Pine and Broadway area
Downtown, Giddings, Pine and Mill
Downtown. TT, PP
Downtown business area
East Fond du Lac Ave & Downtown
Frequently there are semi or other large delivery trucks downtown. I realize deliveries have to be made, but
perhaps a truck route could be established.
Heavy trucks on Hwy 32 thru. downtown
Hwy 32 & Monroe
Intersection by Chamber building, semis make too wide of turns and traffic gets backed up
Loud traffic trucks Buffalo and Broadway
Monroe and Main
Monroe connecting to Buffalo and Broadway. Semis should not be allowed downtown as it is too small for their
turns.
Pine St & Broadway
Pine St, semis trying to turn from Buffalo east to Pine
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Post office and in other places downtown.
Post office mostly but a few other areas downtown
Semi should stay out of downtown since the intersection was messed up from railroad tracks
Semi traffic in downtown area. Very difficult for trucks to make sharp turns.
Semi-trucks downtown
Semi-trucks driving thru the downtown
Semi-trucks on downtown streets
Semi-trucks should not be allowed on the main street
Semis downtown
Should not be allowed downtown.
The two four way stops in downtown should not have semi traffic.
Trucks sometimes have a difficult time making turns downtown.
Turning in downtown falls state highway
Way too many trucks in the downtown and they interfere with traffic flows, seems unsafe
CTH TT... 14
County Road TT [4 times]
HWy TT and C [2 times]
Hwy TT and PP, should only go to 23 north out of vision park, Morrelles truck traffic sucks and that are by train
tracks looks dumpy with all those trailers, they should move to their buildings, way too many trucks on TT and
PP
Hwy TT. If you are going to make a large industrial park you need to add and on/off ramp on 23. It’s too
dangerous for trucks and cars
Hwy 32, and around Vision Business Park
Trucks drive too slow on TT and way too fast on PP
TT [4 times]
STH 23 & CTH TT... 11
23 & TT, downtown/32
Crossing Hwy 23 on Hwy TT. Downtown is also an issue
Cty TT where it crosses with Hwy 23. The semis seem to struggle with getting onto the road and off of the road.
Hwy TT & Hwy 23 [7 times]
Traffic off of Hwy TT onto Hwy 23 needs to stop as it currently is. Either ramp is installed or road to connect
to Hwy 32 ramp or something else. Too many lives lost.
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CTH PP/PPP... 9
PP & TT
Lower falls road heading up hills.
Old County Rd PP
Living near the industrial area, i.e. Rockline/Bemis, we often gat semi traffic down our residential street.
TT, PP, PPP
Whole down town, PP/PPP
Why isn’t PPP used as truck route
Would be nice to have bike path from Old County Road PP to the Plank Road Bike Trail
Hwy 23 and PP
Miscellaneous...
Ascending north side of city
Cement trucks drive too fast through industrial park
Dead-end part of Mill Street
Designate Fond du Lac avenue as non-truck route.
Fond du Lac Ave
Fond du Lac Avenue semi-truck traffic
Forest Ave and Hwy 32
Hard for semis to get around
Highway and 23 intersection
Hwy 32 and Willow Dr.
Live on a “no truck route” yet trucks are on it all day long
Noise and air pollution: There has been no control on loud un-maintenance trucking, dump-trucks, and
motorcycles/personal vehicles. No engine braking signs should be put up as in other cities. Recent air pollution
studies show that when semi traffic and poorly maintenanced vehicles are in excess, increases in medically related
air pollution illness increase. Also, too many rude people playing very loud music on motorcycles.
Okay.
On Pine St
Pine St /Mill St
Residential section of Pine Street
HWY 32 and Forest Ave
Semi using Broadway off of 28
Semis coming up Spring St to Fond du Lac Ave
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So I hear
Speeds of all vehicles entering and exiting lower Broadway St
The 500 block of Pine St., Summer St., and Mill St.
Traffic north bound on Highway 32 North is too fast. Speed limit should be reduced to 35 MPH

SAFETY 96
STH 23 & CTH TT... 12
23 & TT [8 times]
Hwy 23 and TT intersection -- it has to be an overpass!! Way too many deaths and crossing it makes me fear my
life every day
Intersection of Hwy 23 and Cty Rd TT is scary and potentially deadly
TT and 23 is extremely dangerous and the railroad tracks on TT should have flashing warning lights
TT and 23, Meadowlark and 23
Downtown... 11
Downtown [2 times]
Downtown crosswalks
Downtown Sheboygan Falls (Monroe & Broadway intersection) and crossing for children near school.
Big trucks unloading downtown
Heavy trucks on Hwy 32 thru downtown
Broadway & Monroe
Buffalo and Broadway
Buffalo St intersection
Congestion during peak travel time in downtown area
Right turn no stop in front of Osthelder -- problem with pedestrians & people already coming out of Flower
shop lot
Fond du Lac Ave... 8
East Fond du Lac Ave
Fond du Lac
Fond du Lac Ave and Main St
Fond du lac Ave is terrible...my coffee actually spills in the cup holder driving on this road
Fond du Lac Ave. & Popular Avenue when school lets out
Intersection of Poplar/Fond du Lac Ave, especially during school traffic
Poplar & Fond du Lac Ave
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Several times recently, some drivers have not stopped (or even yielded) at the stop sign on Fond du Lac Ave to
oncoming traffic on Upper Falls Rd, despite the sign warning that traffic from left does not stop
Speeding... 7
Excessive speed
Reduce and enforce speed limit on Hwy 32 between Hwy 23 and Willow Drive
Speed limits in city are ignored
Speeders and people texting while driving. Especially when school and work get out.
Speeds by vehicles on Hwy 28 leading into the roundabouts in either direction
Subdivision behind Piggly Wiggly. Cars from apts behind Piggly Wiggly go way too fast through the subdivision.
I have put signs out to no avail. Speeds can be an excess of 40 mph at times. This is an immediate danger to kids
in the area.
We live on corner of Pine and Giddings; traffic flies up Pine coming off of Giddings
Sidewalks... 6
Sidewalks
Sidewalks are uneven/unsafe and routinely fail ADA standards
Sidewalks need attention. They are cracked and deteriorated in many areas
No sidewalks -- County Road PP, many subdivisions
Outside of downtown are unsafe, un-even sidewalks, major tripping and falling hazard
Although the road is wide, there are no sidewalks from Fond du Lac Ave to the Northside trail to allow people
to walk to the many businesses that are there now.
CTH TT... 6
Hwy TT train crossing needs flashing lights, someone is going to get hit by the train
Traffic on TT to PP too much and too fast, too much semi-trucks, they should be directed to go north to 23 out
of vision park and not allowed to go south
TT [2 times]
Intersection of TT & C [2 times]
STH 32 & STH 23... 4
Turning left onto Hwy 32 from Hwy 23
32 and 23 west
Hwy 23 turning south on 32; roundabouts people don't slow down when entering the round-a-bout
Intersection 32 & 23, roundabout at Happy on & 32, intersection Hwy C & Main
Miscellaneous...
1st street one way confusion (not for more tickets or excessive signs)
4 way stops, no one seems to know how to drive them anymore
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Because of the following responses, they are related to major safety concerns we have.
Bicycling Safety should be improved, i.e. lanes / alternate routes. Look into the Netherlands.
Bike lanes next to truck traffic
Buffalo St...by old Austin's which is now a church
By Kwik Trip, but anywhere there are stop signs for people to ignore
Cars running the stop sign by Leavens and 1st
Chippewa (cars are racing down road)
Corner of Main St and Leavens Ave
CORNER OF WATER AND MONROE
County Road C near Piggly Wiggly
Crossing from the Happy Lane area where the roundabout is across 32 to get to the bike trail is dangerous.
Having the trail come down the east side of 32 would make sense
Entrance/exit on south side of Kwik Trip
Intersection of 32 and Forest BLVD
Kids play on the street on River Oaks Drive and cars regularly speed through that area.
Low flying planes over homes
Low income housing
Low income housing doesn't attract the best demographics
Main street hill -- sidewalk on one side only
Monroe / Popular St
Narrow streets w 2 side parking
Need more crossing guards in areas
No
No lights in Brickner parking lot or behind the Bemis store
Police not knowing how to operate autos
Poor road quality
Rangeline, Western,
River Park because of older kids harassing people and little to no police help. Actually safety is issue everywhere
in Sheboygan Falls.
River park, overrun with unsupervised teens
Rough street conditions
Semi-trucks traveling through residential area roads.
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Since making N 6th St open btwn Hwy 32 and Fond du Lac Ave, the amount of traffic has greatly increased
through our subdivision. Many of the vehicles, including school buses do NOT slow down to the posted speed
limit.
Snow removal during the school rush hour is a poor decision.
State Street during school pick up hours.
The bend on Broadway. Many times almost hit by cars crossing the street to Settlers Park
Unknown if city, but I always feel that train arms are safer than paint on the road
Vehicles going thru stop signs, not stopping, at many of the intersections.
Visibility at corners -- bushes or trees blocking sight of traffic view
Water Street. The road is too narrow and traffic on Monroe is not visible.
Western -- drivers going wrong way on one-way street. Citywide indifference to crosswalks.
Would like to see separate bike lanes -- not just paint

BIKE / PED CONFLICTS 54
1st street due to cars going wrong way
Almost everywhere; people just drive how/where they want
Bicycles not knowing the rules. Going the wrong way
Bicyclist on the way to school in morning
Bicyclists should be able to ride on sidewalks -- it should be multi-use
Bike lanes along TT, C, 32
Bike trail should continue from Hamann Drive to Willow Drive
Broadway to Hwy 23 would benefit from a bike/moped lane. the city could benefit from designated bike routes
to direct bike traffic off of the main roads
Citywide -- it seems that pedestrian resources (crosswalks enforcement and sidewalk improvements) aren’t a
priority.
Create "rails to trails" with old railroad tracks from westside of town thru downtown all the way to Kohler. This
would be a HUGE benefit to tourism and a big draw
Cty PP, TT, C, and Hwy 32 north of falls getting in from the trail
Downtown [5 times]
Downtown area
Downtown crosswalks
Drivers do not stop for pedestrians in crosswalks
Everywhere
Finish the many sidewalks that just end.
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GROUPS OF BICYCLISTS NOT OBSERVING STOP SIGNS AT INTERSECTIONS ON MONROE
AND BROADWAY
Groups of riders that are training not moving over and using all of road.
Highway 32 between Dairy Queen to McDonalds
Hwy 32 Leavens and Fond du Lac Avenue
I would like more bike trails in the area connecting with Kohler and Sheboygan
In front of utilities/Hillcrest buildings- There needs to be a bike/walking path from the utilities buildings on
Fond du Lac Ave that connects to the sidewalk by Dairy Queen.
Main street hill - sidewalk in winter
Minimal
Monroe
More safe bike lanes throughout the city
More safety for children near school and also better markings for cars to adhere to pedestrians on Monroe and
Buffalo, Monroe and Broadway, Pine and Buffalo and Pine and Broadway
My husband and I think that a pedestrian light should be installed at the pedestrian crossing by where Old Plank
Trail crosses the hwys. They were very effective when we lived in Denver.
Narrow walk/bike lane on the Falls/Kohler line on Monroe Street
Need bike lane from Hwy 23 South to Downtown
Need more sidewalks
Never! I welcome our biking and walking guests. Violence just creates more violence.
No pedestrian crosswalks on PP crossing streets when on path, have asked city to paint them and never got done
None
None
People crossing Giddings at Pine St.
People don't stop for pedestrians in crosswalks
Pine St and Pinehurst, no bike lanes
Ride on the right side of the road and not on walking areas!
ROUNDABOUTS
Shoulder with paint not safe enough
State Street during school pickup hours.
There is no room for bicycles on the streets Downtown Sheboygan Falls
The road narrows and no bike path on the bridge on PP
This could be a bikable area if we had safer bike lanes
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Too many bicyclists riding on sidewalks. Noticed all over the city.
Too many speeders on Broadway St. curve in front of Settler's Park
TT between PP and the bike trail along Hwy 23- a paved walking trail would be ideal
TT is dangerous for bicyclists

QUESTION 9: In the future, what new recreational facilities/activities would you like to
see developed in Sheboygan Falls? (choose up to 3)
Trails, bike lanes
Kayak and canoe launch, boat ramp
Small neighborhood parks
Mul -purpose courts (tennis, basketball, pickleball)
No new recrea onal facili es/ac vi es needed
Park shelters
Addi onal large Park(s) shelters
Soccer fields
Ball diamonds

Other (specify): [64 comments, see below]
Trails, walks... 11
Additional Sidewalks
Better foot access to Rochester Park (Foot bridges across Sheboygan River)
Hiking trails along rivers and streams! Pet friendly Parks! I tend to spend more time in Plymouth, they are much
more pet friendly! :) And the people are nicer! :)
Maintain, fix up the river walk. It is one of the nicest places to walk, a gem for Falls
Mountain bike trail!
Rails to trails bike path. Develop the river frontage. The gateway into downtown from Hwy 23 looks terrible.
The city should put small strip mall and a couple of chain hotels, Homewood Suites, Best Western etc. The city
is in such a great spot to capture tourism, but city leaders are stuck in old ways
Trail connecting west end of Happy Ln to Plank Trail
Walking path on north side
Walking trail off water street needs improvement
Series of interconnected walking/biking trails in and around the city and surrounding communities
Places to walk in nature, away from traffic
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Splash pad, swimming... 11
Outdoor Splash Pad area
Pool, family outdoor area like Plymouth, Appleton, Manitowoc and other areas
Public Pool
Splash Pad [3 times]
Splash pad possibly
Splash pad, water play area or outdoor pool
Splashpad for kids
Swimming area along river
Water pad
Parks... 10
Better funding for existing parks
Disability accessible park
Get rid of dogs in all parks
More naturalized areas in current and new parks, such as a long grass buffer at river edge.
Parks that are dog-friendly
There are too many parks, and, dog walkers are in huge numbers leaving poo and letting their dogs urinate on
benches. The only other park would be one of those small children's spray pads with a vendor that would sell ice
cream. That would be nice. there is nothing for small children to do on a hot day.
Renovation of park at end of Huron Trail in Westwynde Bluffs neighborhood. Playground area and baseball
field.
Satisfied with parks
Shuffle Board for seniors, more park benches, more park tables
Update west wind bluff subdivision park. There are rusty nails and screws sticking out
Dog parks... 6
Dog park located outside of the city.
Dog Park on West Side
Dog Park(s)
More dog friendly park space.
More Dog Parks
Old landfill could be a good off leash dog area
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Disc golf... 3
Disc Golf Course
Frisbee golf
We donated money for tee boxes at disc golf park but haven’t seen it happen! That was years ago, might go ask
for money back!
Indoor recreation... 3
Having a rec center and or turf fields/indoor fields would be great. This is by far the biggest complaint from
parents my age (mid 30s). When weather is bad our kids can’t use the fields so things get cancelled. Young
couples with young kids want more areas to play sports that aren’t effected by WI weather.
Indoor recreational options for our long winters for all ages
Winter community rental area
Trees... 3
Plant more trees than are cut down. This city is looking like a field more and more every day.
Trees!!! Please start replacing the enormous loss of trees around the city.
Want to see dead trees removed before they fall on people, houses, and power lines. So many dead trees
everywhere
Archery range... 2
Archery range [2]
Fishing... 2
Docks with access for fishing
Fishing areas
Miscellaneous...
Consideration for open spaces for meditation, line dancing, yoga etc. for holistic health and wellness.
Current stuff needs to be maintained and safe before moving on to new projects
Football fields
I am not active enough
Maintain or update tennis/pickleball courts that exist now
More benches giving people a chance to visit or enjoy the outdoors
More natural areas
River side development
Safe access to the river along River Oaks Drive
Skate park! My kids and so many I know like to skateboard
Soccer fields that are NOT in small neighborhood parks, but in a separate soccer complex elsewhere
Strip club
TEEN ACTIVITIES
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QUESTION 10: As retail shopping is increasingly done online, what is your vision of
Sheboygan Falls’ downtown area 10 years from now? (choose one)
Addi onal “Des na on” specialty shops that a ract visitors
Similar to the current mix of businesses and land uses

Other (please specify): [34 comments, see below]
A dead zone
Additional specialty shops and a small grocery downtown
A little of both
A local bakery would be nice
As someone who has limited mobility issues, the lack of close parking to shops makes it impossible to visit
downtown...don't even know what is there
Better parking
Combination of both of the above
Destinations for Locals and Visitors. Dojo(s) for different martial arts, restaurant destinations, games bars.
Maybe a nice arcade (Japanese machines like the old days but the current models) not like game on.
Evans
Get rid of the two bank buildings downtown and use some of that land for parking. And to have a convenient
store/minimart in the downtown area.
I believe it will be similar, but it would be nice if the BP could be replaced with a regular storefront with 3-4
stories of apartments above. This would improve the walkability on that side of the street. The liquor store could
use a facelift to help it fit in downtown. The old Wells Fargo building could be an opportunity for more
apartments. No retail space needed, but could be.
I think a mix of businesses but also would be awesome to see some of those downtown buildings fill up with
something kid oriented. Like an indoor playground or something families can do with their kids. Falls is packed
with them!
Keep small town historic feel. Get rid of the huge apartment complex that ruins downtown.
Kiosk / cart vendors. Storefront rents are unaffordable for small shops. You'd have to being in tens of
thousands of dollars in sales just to pay the rent.
Less bars and more medium cost restaurants, love the new Mexican restaurant! Maybe steak house, ice cream
like Cold Stone or any hand-dipped cones.
Less retail shops. I don’t know what they’ll be replaced by.
Maintain historic downtown buildings, which was NOT done with last apartment complex. Also, include
destination specialty shops.
Mix of specialty shops and new restaurants
More available parking
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More fast food chains
More parking
More restaurants
Need More Restaurants
PHARMACY
Place to park downtown
Restaurant
Small businesses instead of big box stores, make rent affordable for the little guy. More stuff for teens to do
Small-scale Door County vibe [destination]
Small stores (grocery, pharmacy, etc) that service downtown workers and residents
Specialty shops mixed with repurposed income restricted housing in the shops that didn't make it.
Specialty shops still important but also more restaurants and mixed office
Use the existing buildings to attract new merchants such as a bakery, flower shop, restaurants
With all the parks, and Kohler destination, downtown could be a wonderful specialty boutique store area catering
to special events like weddings, anniversary and baby showers. One can see this already in
the Fountain Park area in the summer with all the wedding tents Saturdays. Things like hats, gloves, perfume,
bridal gifts, wedding dresses to try on and then order on line, party planning office, music disc jokey offices with
all affordable office rentals.
Would love to see more restaurants and shops downtown! Plymouth is a good example of how to make a
downtown appealing and utilized (including celebrations and festivals). We have a lovely downtown – let’s
maximize it to attract quality businesses and residents to our area.

QUESTION 14: Do any of the following issues in Sheboygan Falls need stricter
enforcement?
Property maintenance/condi on
Truck traﬃc on non-truck routes
Vehicle speed/traﬃc laws
Parking in the downtown area
Noise/disturbances
Parking in residen al areas

Other (please specify): [30 comments, see below] [6 who chose “Other” did not specify]
Traffic laws... 8
Wrong way driving on Western Avenue and First Street
Vehicles speeding down residential roads were kids are playing and people are walking. some streets have no
sidewalks or the sidewalks only go part of the block.
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Lower speed limit on Hwy 32 South of the Hwy 28 & Hwy 32 round about. The speed limit should be 35 mph
from the roundabout listed to Cty Rd I.
Cars passing on the right when there is no passing lane on hwy 32 north. Vehicles travelling from north to south
on hwy 32 need to slow down sooner before hwy 23 intersection.
Police patrol through our neighborhood more often, especially during the night. Problems with drag racing, kids
running through yards, etc.
Need to enforce no bicycle riding on sidewalks, wrong way bicycle riding on streets.
Hardly anyone stops at stop signs.
Kwik Trip - At the Kwik Trip Lane entrance, 2 things: (1) EB Kwik Trip Ln to Hwy 32 North. PROHIBIT
LEFT TURNS GOING NORTH at ALL TIMES. This messes up traffic and delays those who want to go right
back into the city. Drivers have access to the roundabout for NB left turns. (2) NB Hwy 32 to WB Kwik Trip
Ln. Either ADD A TURN LANE to get onto that road, or NO LEFT TURN from Hwy 32 Northbound
between 6am-6pm.
Dogs... 6
Large Dogs need to be on leashes. We have loose dogs roaming area or they will run into sidewalks with
pedestrians.
Dogs barking...residents who do not clean up after their dogs.
Dog walkers not cleaning up after their pets or throwing their dog waste in where it does not belong. I don’t
know how you enforce that, though.
Dogs running loose and getting on the roads
Not picking up dog crap needs sticker enforcement, but dogs should be allowed in falls view park. The no dogs
allowed sign is very offensive.
Dogs in River Park off the path and owners not cleaning up after them.
Noise... 5
Ridiculously loud vehicles, cars trucks and motorcycles (i.e. non-stock mufflers systems as well as music-playing
devices on cars and motorcycles.)
Noise from Bemis plant is unbearable. We cannot open our windows and need to wear ear plugs to sleep at
night. I never would have moved to Sheboygan Falls if I knew this kind of disturbance would be allowed next to
homes. Many trees have died as well causing us to question the air quality.
The whole city doesn't need to hear music blasting at the park for Oktoberfest. People parking on streets
overnight.
There is really no reason for kids to be screaming like they're being eviscerated as a form of play. it's out of
control in my neighborhood. I am wishing it could be taken seriously and addressed.
Better enforcement of vehicle exhaust system noise. Modifications, blown out mufflers, catalytic converters.
You shouldn't hear vehicles driving 2 blocks away or more.
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Property maintenance... 3
Ensuring rental properties are maintained
Removal of unregistered vehicles from people's yards, driveways & parking lots. It seems that the removal
and/or registration of these vehicles is not monitored & managed, which causes parking problems and a general
junky appearance.
Property maintenance has gotten out of control. The city “took action” with a homeowner (landlord situation)
that had become a safety issue and horrible eyesore, but it took 2 years to see the slightest improvement. Very
frustrating (and this is coming from quite patient and understanding people!!). Our city could be a lovely little
town, but too many property owners are not held accountable.
Miscellaneous...
Covenants and Restrictions are not enforced in The River Oaks Subdivision. The City of Sheboygan Falls did
not monitor or control the crooked Richardson Industries and Bemis as they advertised the Covenants and
Restrictions would be enforced forever.
Some concerns regarding drug activity.
Litter-especially litter generated by smokers-is a concern
People who work downtown parking next to the business all day taking away from customer parking.
Zoning -- need more specific specifications on building size, placement, landscaping, lighting etc in areas where
commercial zone borders a residential zone.
None needed... 3
Nothing needs "stricter enforcement" and the city should stop thinking that way. Incentivize good behavior.
I don't see the need for additional enforcement of anything, things seem to be going well
No additional law enforcement, but it would be beneficial if city officials on the local level would act as defense
against the tyrannies of County, State, and Federal agencies by refusing to enforce unjust and ambiguous
legislative mandates handed down and not enacting similarly tyrannical and revenue generating legislation on the
local level. If funding and legislative compliance can't be done on a strictly voluntary basis, it shouldn't be done at
all.

QUESTION 15: Please include comments on any additional issues here: [156 comments]
Absolutely love living here!
Address the issues associated with drugs and the low income area by the high school
Again, the singlets biggest complaint I hear is the lack of areas to play sports in Falls. One park has a massive
chemical issue. Think of the sports area in Plymouth off 23. Something with a couple soccer fields or something
indoors that can be used year round. Thank you
Also the middle school/high schoolers need things to do. They run rampant with no real place to be other than
parks (the boys and girls club isn't attractive to teen at all) venues to attract them would be a huge thing. The
winter months are brutal for these kids, having to spend time and money in Sheboygan or further away.
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Another grocery store in town would be great as well as having a convenient store downtown. The lead water
line and old sewer lines need to be updated.
Apartments are NOT needed on North 6th street in the Auburn Hills Subdivision. If they do end up being built,
a fence needs to be built around the entire complex to keep the residents of the Auburn Hills community
separated. Many of us moved out here, with our young families to get away from "city"/"apartment" life. Having
an apartment complex right next to us will bring nothing but trouble for this quiet, peaceful subdivision.
Apartments - while this is a useful and necessary housing option, over time these places get run down or turned
into low income properties that attract undesireable elements that increase the need for law enforcement, make
residents feel insecure, and lower property values around them. If you concentrate them in one area, that
becomes the Cabrini Green of the future. If you spread them out, that is less likely but not a guarantee.
As a parent, I am really concerned about the number of cars that regularly speed down River Oaks Drive. Since
there are no sidewalks, there are many neighborhood kids that regularly play in the street.
As a retail business downtown, parking is a huge problem that has been ignored for years. It’s discussed and then
nothing happens.
At a time not too long ago, Sheboygan Falls was a paradise, people knew each other. Children could enjoy the
city without fear. The city is growing at a rapid rate in the name of, "economic expansion". Citizens are told that
the more people in town equal more money for the businesses. Now the city seems use tax payer money to build
bigger and larger temporary housing for more people, which may or may not improve the quality of life for all
the citizens of Sheboygan Falls.
Back yard Flooding
Before the city can attract developers for single family housing, we need to make SF attractive to the developers
so they want to be in SF. To do this we need to develop the Tecumseh Park area, connect the downtown to the
parks via walking trails and a bridge to the new Tecumseh area. Have integrated biking and walking trails that
link up to the Hwy 23 trail at multiple spots. A walking trail that connects all the parks with bridges over the
Sheboygan River to connect the western subdivisions. Develop biking trails on the land fill site and surrounding
areas.
Better snow plowing on all roads not just the main roads.
Businesses Downtown over next 10 yrs: Attract new and interesting businesses - Think of Cedarburg. You can
buy wine online but you can't get the tasting experience. People buy necessities online (food, clothes, electronics).
But shops with interesting and odd things (places to make and buy art or jewelry, buy and enjoy wine/alcohol,
fun clothing and accessories, etc) aren't available online.
City counsel & Mayor thoughtful but I've had times when calls weren't returned or follow up as promised didn't
occur. On the other hand Jerry Benschewal (sp?) has been very good doing both
City needs better speed monitoring/ticketing by the police department. When I see vehicles reaching 45 mph in
a 25 mph zone, something is terribly wrong. Excessive traffic with the elementary and middle schools in one
location needs to be remedied addressed.
City Services - we think things are good now, but you can see how hard it is to fill jobs. All of the growth we
want/need requries expansion of things like Fire/EMS/Police and Public Works. Consider how these things
need to expand and be wiling to raise taxes.
Excessive dog barking really needs to be addressed.
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City needs more handicapped parking throughout the town and especially on Broadway. Sidewalk steps similar to
what are in front of the Bemis Bath shop need hand railings. Better communication between city and residents -timely project updates, prompt return of phone calls, and better notification methods. Posts on Facebook don’t
always reach everyone.
City needs to sell any non useable land!!!! If you sell this non useable land you can make more money by raising
the property taxes of the people who buy the property!!!
Connect Willow St to Haman Dr with safe path on west side of Hy 32 so you can connect to path by D.P.W.
Consider offering a shuttle service for events like Ducktona.
Could use a Good RX
Crackdown on people keeping livestock in there backyard
Cty Hwy EE or Broadway leaving city to Hwy 28 needs repair work
Despite the increase in real estate residential property value lately, it would be a financial loss if we moved or to
our inheritors to sell, as the value may be much lower due to the slum lord who will not keep the basic house or
lawn up. When we first moved to Sheboygan Falls, the houses that are, now, slummy, were kept up and privately
owned. We have a house that we see from our back that the front and sides were done about 15 years ago. In
other words the house was sided on only three sides. The back has yet to be finished as the upper and lower deck
are falling apart. There is a torn silver tarp which is always flapping in the wind. all this can be seen from the
main road, too. Over the years at our expense, we have tried to hide this house as much as we can with garden
features as it makes our property look bad. We have notified the city, which is unable to do anything for over 10
years to get this structure repaired. And, now, I am afraid that once the person who living there moves, it will
become another rental drug house. On the other side of our house, is a slum rental. The Milwaukee based slum
lord is notorious for not fixing it up inside or allowing the renters (sometimes of questionable behavior) to clean
up. So, there is quite a turn-over in the past 15 years of renters. With the rental market being so unaffordable, I
see in my crystal ball the influx and problems associated with multiple families living in a single family rental unit
with multiple cars parked (on lawn, and, local parks for free storage). Will increase. While I understand life can
be hard for some down on their luck, but, by enabling poor living habits, and, cheating, this becomes a burden
for the other tax-paying residents of a municipality. We feel that there are too many rentals, and, not enough
improvements on old Greek Revival homes (1850s) which is why Sheboygan Falls is called "historic". One
reason we moved into this house was the historic value and the park across the street. I think the town officials
have lost sight of this word 'historic. Therefore, we feel that the many rentals are lowering our house value and a
little worried about the rental transients that may cause crime. We had originally planned to stay here as a
retirement home. However, things must change in the neighborhood before we decide to put any further
"quality" remodelling and property improvement. If I, the author, had a choice, I would have moved loooong
ago. Sheboygan Falls needs to clamp down on hoarders, which, by the way, can cause worker's comp injuries to
fire and police if they have to go inside to rescue someone. Part of the parking issues are too many people
renting with multiple cars, leaking oil in the parking lots, and, park lots which causes run-off pollution. After all
my commuting experiences, I want to stress this thought...Sheboygan Falls residents need to think 360 degrees of
property care. Not just the front door appearance! Signage also needs to be considered. (examples: Germantown,
WI, Kohler, WI and Lake Forest, IL where signage has to fit the architecture of the municipality. ) there needs to
be some class to attract home owners. Sheboygan Falls is just becoming another Kenosha or Racine, by
expanding new housing and not improving and investing in the historic section, probably because it is easier to
put in new sewer and water than restor 100 plus infrastructure which still needs to be done. So, what is the goal
of Sheboygan Falls proper? Slum loard haven, or, a viable historic attraction?
Dump open on Sundays, trimming trees by sidewalks so you're not walking into branches, fixing sidewalks, new
trash pickup company, enforcing sidewalk snow removal, semi-trucks using city streets especially from Vision
park down County C, enforcing parking on the wrong side of the streets
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Enforcement of present rules in regard to not kept up properties and to many vehicles not used in driveways
Enough with the low income housing, our schools are already suffering from this we done need more.
Speaking of schools the school board should be ashamed of themselves the way the issues from this year were
handled. Part of why we live here is because of the school. We are to the point that both my A student high
schoolers want to leave. They tell me the school reeks of pot every day.
Falls is a great area, and I am glad I moved here rather than Sheboygan. I am safe here in general, the small-town
feel is extremely important to my satisfaction. As an elderly person on a low fixed income, I struggle with
keeping afloat financially. Considerations in lower rates for utilities for 60+aged people would help, and Internet
is definitely now a utility.
Falls is a great place to live. School is great. Residents are great. Lived here 35 years - Love it
Fond Du Lac Ave. and Popular street is a major issue when school is let out and an accident waiting to happen.
When school is let out I feel bad for the crossing guard at that intersection with traffic coming and going 3
different ways. An extra stop sign headed south might be a good idea.
Friendly caring police officers
Get rid of new law about short term rentals
Get rid of the NO PARKING overnight rule or adjust it to be used only in winter. Many cities (see Chicago!)
have narrow streets yet allow parking. Allowing only 5 consecutive days to park on streets by calling police in
advance is not a reasonable solution when visitors are in the area
Goose issue on bike trail by Pinre Haven.
Happy for the most part with Sheboygan Falls. No town is perfect but I feel the progress in the past 25 years has
been great.
Having only lived in Falls less than 2 years I like the city and convenience to the downtown and businesses there.
The grocery store is very convenient as is the Quik Trip and other businesses on the north end of the city.
Overall living in Falls is great except the following.
1. Overly loud vehicles with faulty mufflers running through our neighborhood at all hours coming and going
on Pine Haven Drive.
2. The city doesn't seem to be doing much on a long-term beautification plan for main roads coming into the
city compared to what it is like driving into Kohler from any direction. Coming through Kohler to Falls is a little
disappointing as the roads narrow with smaller older housing and lighting. The nicest way into Falls is from the
south or west on county C. All roads into the city say something about the city and how it sees itself. It could
be better. Upper and lower Falls road and county C need repaving.
3. I wish the Bemis plant on the northwest side would plant trees to block the view from housing in Auburn
Hills and also absorb some of the noise. At times the plant is noisier if the wind is blowing southeast.
4. New housing should include a city block sized local park for families to use in the area. Green space is
important.
Falls has some very nice things. The Christmas parade, parks and the river and dam.
Hours of operation imposed on businesses is extreme over reach and NOT business friendly!
I also think that business owners like myself should be able to vote on issues that involve taxes/property taxes.
It’s not fair that because I don’t live in falls I can’t vote on these issues alone since my property taxes are
probably higher than 80% of the people that are voting for my taxes!
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I am aware some downtown business workers park where is not a parking spot (near Buelers furniture) That
block of Broadway can get hectic
I am a walker so sidewalk maintenance is an issue. Since Covid garbage pickup is not as good, we also need toxic
waste disposal days and large garbage pickup days. My biggest concern is drivers driving on the right side of the
solid white line on 32 entering Falls. A bicycle rider or walker is going to get killed. Officers need to warn
people or second offense ticket. It is also dangerous for the cars who obey the solid white line as they drive into
the side of our cars. Large truck traffic downtown streets is also a concern.
I am apposed to the new ordinance regarding renting out homes less than 6 nights. Why doesn’t the city want
free money in the form of room tax dollars? What business is it of our local government what goes on in our
homes? Why doesn’t our city government want new visitors who in turn would support our downtown
businesses repeatedly? Our local government doesn’t realize Sheboygan county is a destination for travelers that
our city could benefit more from. The reason behind why this was done (An alderman’s isolated incident with
neighboring renters without a police report filed) is messed up! Our local government seems a little self serving
and not community serving.
I am concerned by how commercial the outskirts of town are becoming. It’s beginning to feel a bit too industrial.
I am also very worried about the “guts” of our city. It seems many of the aging homes and businesses in our city
are falling into disrepair. It would be nice if we could work together to find solutions to fix the properties we
have instead of continually building outward.
I am frustrated that the huge apartment building was placed downtown ruining the historic small town feel. This
needed to be built outside of downtown. I am also frustrated that I was forced to install sump pump drainage
longer that 5 or 6 years ago that cost me thousands, but most of my neighbors still have not had to do this. What
is the status of this project?
I am new to Sheboygan Falls about 5 months old now. It is a great place to live. My comments are based on very
short period since my coming here, but I am positive and happy to integrate with the community.
I dont believe people should be ticketed for overnight parking on streets. Tickets discourage people from being
responsible and not drinking and driving
I feel people should be able to rent their homes/rooms on the weekend to others coming to visit in our
community or Sheboygan, etc.
I feel that quite a few neighborhoods have streets in need of resurfacing.
I feel that there should be additional warning sirens throughout the city. I know that in my home, I can barely
hear it and I am not hard of hearing.
I hate the corner of TT and 23
I hate the truck traffic downtown. Parking is ridiculous. Less apartments. The newest one on Broadway should
have never been built. It’s unnecessary and blocks views of the river.
I have chosen Sheboygan Falls first, for a job in the school district, and secondly, as my retirement community. I
moved here in 1995. I think the services provided for residents by the city workers are excellent. We have a
great fire and police department. I would love to see some additional single family home development with a
good variety of options in size, price, location. Our city Library is truly a great gift to the community, as is our
park system. Our school district is amazing! I love the historic downtown area. It is convenient from SF to
travel to Sheboygan, Plymouth, Howards Grove, and Milwaukee. The Lions Club does an outstanding job of
providing service to those in need. Chamber Main St. is a real plus. The cooperation among the City, the School
District, and Chamber helps make our community very inviting. Proximity to Lakeshore Tech, Lakeland
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College, and the Sheboygan UW school are incredible in house educational opportunities from college to
technical training to cultural activities. Finally, thank you for the opportunity to complete this survey. You asked
all the right questions. Anxious to see the results!
I think it was mistake restricting BNBs to 6 days or more rental due to a few problems. We have laws to
discourage or make arrests due to bad behavior. I don't like that we charge for the Settlers park gazebo, how
many years has that been there without any major problems. This appears to me that we are discouraging people
to visit us.
I think parking downtown needs to be look at considered. There simply is not enough. I use multiple
store/shops in the downtown area on a weeky basis and if there is not a close place to park (within 2 blocks) I
really start to reconsider my decisions. I wish the old Wells Fargo building could be purchased and turned into a
lot. I think there are other pockets that could also be turned into parking lots. Truly in winter, I just choose not
to stop at those locations because I am not going to climb over piles of snow.
I think Sheboygan Falls is great! The one thing I struggle with is drawing friends and family into Falls. I
frequently end up in Sheboygan because lack of options. More marketing for downtown businesses is needed or
they won’t last. We also need more walking trails. Lastly, I’m very grateful for the allowance of dogs in river park.
I think the "short term rental" ordinance that the city recently passed is counterproductive. Allowing "short term
rentals" of only 6 days or MORE, eliminates most tourist visits to Sheboygan Falls. The ordinance encourages
either no tourism, or illegal rentals. We should acknowledge that we are in an AirBNB age, and allow 1-2 night
rentals.
I think the River Walk should be updated with a nice mini sitting area overlooking the River at Monroe st
I would be interested in doing this kind of survey more often than every decade.
I would like a decent walkway from falls to Kohler coming into falls looks terrible and sidewalks are terrible
I would like to see LED lighting put in on city streets. it would not only look brighter and more modern but
would ultimately save costs. i would also like to see some sort of law that once a property gets sold, any gravel
driveway would need to be asphalted or concrete by the new owners. Gravel driveways in the city look shabby
and poor, certainly not attractive to outside investors. i would also like to see ordinance that prohibits the
parking of vehicles on front lawns for the same reason as the gravel driveways. And maybe its time to rip up the
railroad to nowhere in downtown Falls.
I would like to see the ordinance on limitations on weekend rentals REMOVED completely! I am not one who
rents to others - but I feel this ban the Council indorsed on those who rent out their home/upstairs was an over
reaction to the one or two people who caused the problems. These people who caused neighborhood problems
should be banned - don't band the good residents who are wanting to accommodate those who are in the area
for a car race, a golf tournament, etc. That brings income to the downtown businesses as they explore our
beautiful town or eat at our restaurants! Remember - Don't through out the baby with the bath water! I see this
ordinance just another way for government to control our lives! Trust our residents to do the right thing when
they are renting short-term to others!
I would like the city to take an active role in improving broadband internet access in the public utility service area
even to the extent of a municipal internet service operated by the public utility. This could provide an improved
benefit to residents and businesses in the service area.
I would like to see creation of additional sidewalks/bike paths and ongoing maintenance of the walks and bike
paths we have now.
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Industrial noise now surrounds River Oaks subdivision. Bemis (main factory) has a continuous low frequency
noise, while the plant off the highway has a continuous high pitched noise from cooling fans or whatever. Those
were there before we were, so we accepted that. Now there are new train horns and all kinds of industrial noise
from the TT development including backup beeps from the trucks at the Pepsi facility. What was once a nice
and pleasant neighborhood is now all boxed in by industry.
It would be nice if we could enforce dog licensing, too many people ignore licensing their dogs.
It would be nice to see more entertainment and dinning options. Everything here is closed up on a Sunday.
Special events would be a nice addition also like Plymouth offers
It’s obviously not a big deal. Lights are lights. But those new white LEDs downtown really took away the old
historical charm of the area. Bring back the yellow ones! And whenever budget permits I’d love to see trees
replanted in neighborhoods along the sidewalks where they were cut down. I was in love with all the old maples
when we moved here and then we found out they were all being cut down. So sad to see them go. Changes the
feel. I’d volunteer to help plant! Im sure others would too. This town is filled with the most beautiful historic
buildings and homes and they need to be complimented with beautiful trees :)
Kids climbing on shelter roofs in the park
Kohler allows dogs in parks. Sheboygan Falls should have a trial period. Would certainly be nice to be able to
walk through the parks with my dog or even sit with my dog and relax. Having a dog park isn't good enough
and now we have one that cannot currently be used.
Leave the green areas green
Let's KEEP OUT the low housing like Amherst apartments, always trouble there.
Living on Greenfield Ave, coming in from Kohler, we’ve noticed an increase in vehicle speeds over the last few
years. There are commonly vehicles driving over 35-40 mph. It's a miracle that someone hasn't been hit yet.
Lots of speeding on county road Pp once they pass TT going toward Plymouth. When walking they tend to
swerve towards you
LOVE the roundabouts in the area.
Lovely town.
Managing the city of Sheboygan Falls should be done in the best manor not just doing it the cheapest way. Do it
the best way even if it increases our taxes. Fix the storm sewer system on lower Broadway. Homes should never
have been built in a flood plane but it is too late for that. Now fix it. Too much emphasis is continually placed
on keeping taxes low. Sometimes you need to spend money to get things done the correct way. Look ahead to a
better and nicer tomorrow. Go green. Lets start with solar panels on all the flat roofs in downtown Sheboygan
Falls.
Many residents do not realize they are growing invasive plants. Garlic mustard, buckthorns etc.
More diverse restaurants would be a good thing.
Motor cycles in the summer months are WAY too loud on Monroe St
My apartment complex is always very noisy. People yell and play loud music often.
Need more options to park on the street overnight.
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Need more restaurants
Need to fill vacant buildings, restaurants, and gas stations.
New trash service has some problems
No issues
No town, village, or city is perfect. Each has it's problems. When I compare Sheboygan Falls to other cities in
the news, I feel very safe and satisfied to live in Sheboygan Falls. My largest complaint is the image of entry into
the city. Past planning of city development compared to other communities was lacking.
Non. Thank you to all city employees and volunteer firemen.
None
None
None
Nothing to add, thank you.
Our property backs up to DNR land along the Sheboygan River. The DNR has started fining residents for
maintaining the woods which means nothing is getting maintained anymore. With all the dead ash trees and
invasive species taking over, the area is not safe for my children and we are therefore unable to access the river
for fishing or other recreation.
Our town festivals and events are pathetic. Example: Saukville all events rock. Door county events rock and
people need to drive a long ways to the little towns. Ducktona is a joke if you took away the car show the park is
empty. Blind horse has over 20 food trucks at their festival. Falls never had a good festival promoter.
Overnight parking on streets should only be prohibited in winter.
Parents picking up children on state street need to be cognizant of the location of which they are parking. Some
days you cannot see if anyone is walking in the road (which frequently happens) because parents park too close
to edges of driveways. Parents are also not respectful of this being a neighborhood and not a parking lot.
Revving of engines, blasting music, etc. Do not understand why they cannot do pick up at THE SCHOOL. This
is a hazardous and annoying daily hassle for our family.
Parking on certain residential streets would be nice. It is hard when grandparents are in town, to fit three cars
where only two should be.
Pharmacy would be nice. Enforcement of poorly maintained homes & yards should be heightened. Where is the
kayak launch? Enough low-income housing projects, they are a burden to the general taxpayer. When do the
downtown railraod tracks get removed?
Plant trees in parks
Please keep property taxes reasonable. No more apartment complexes for low income.
Please make sure the owners/employees of the downtown businesses do not park on the main road. As a salon
employee, the two hour limit can sometimes cause problems for some of our elder customers who can not walk
very far. If they get a perm, they can be there 2+ hours. Walking from the parking lot can be hard.
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Put a park on empty lot on Happy Ln west end. Put stop sign at Subway and McDonalds driveway- people pull
out without looking. Tear down the empty mobil station downtown and make parking. Make more trails like the
riverwalk- it is very nice.
Residences should be properly maintained. Any that are fire damaged (Poplar Street) should either be repaired or
torn down. Boarded up gas stations should either be put back in service or torn down. Especially one in
downtown area. Future buildings downtown should at minimum have a facade that matches existing historic
buildings. Unlike that travesty apartment building recently added.
Sheboygan Falls is a beautiful place that we call home.
Sidewalks are a little rough and uneven in spots
Sidewalks need brought up to standard for wheel chair users. Streets need replaced to prevent vehicle damage.
Some of the commercial buildings are an eye sore. For example the liquor store has very poor aesthetics. It does
not fit with the theme of the street. Would love an independent bakery, an additional coffee shop and more
restaurant options.
Specialty shops downtown would be nice to attract visitors but not sure how many locals would support them
enough. Still no pharmacy here-always go to Plymouth. Glad the flower shop is continuing on. Grocery store
could be better-guess that is their problem. COVID cut hours on so many restaurants---hope they come back to
more hours.
SPEEDING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS IS A PROBLEM
Start fixing up existing business buildings.
Stock fish in pond in park
Stop building apartments, start enforcing clean properties, vehicles on lawns.
Taxes - Our city leaders did us a disservice when they refused to raise property taxes when the economy was
good and property values were rising. Now the property values are deceptively high, the economy is heading into
recession, and we are likely reaching the point in time where assessements are due. Tax increases now are much
harder to absorb at a time when city services like fire/EMS/police are needed even more due to the physical and
mental health of the residents dealing with these challenges.
Thanks for taking the time to ask for residents' opinions. The city employees overall do a great job and seem to
take pride in doing the best they can with the resources they are given.
The 2 houses by meadowlark and C are an absolute eyesore to sheboygan falls being on a road leading into town.
The amount of dead and falling trees is highly concerning. The city should focus on keeping us safe from those
hazards before building more parks.
The city needs a new council. They bicker over the most absurd agenda items. The mayor needs term limits.
He has been mayor for 20 yrs. Nepotism by mayor and chamber of commerce. The city is a diamond in the
rough that could be much better. Quit worrying about parking it turns over quickly in downtown areas.
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The increasing cost of living in Sheboygan Falls is of concern, particularly for the senior citizens. We need to
grow our industrial base to offset increases we are experiencing in fees and taxes. A second concern is the
perceived cavalier attitude on behalf of the council when it comes to issues such as the recent discussions
regarding the former Brickner property, the temporary housing rental, and the patchwork approach to zoning
such as the C-2 category scattered throughout the City. Increased attention to long-term planning is needed.
The intersection of HWY TT and Hwy 23 needs to be addressed for Safety. The new industrial park should
have never been put in place with a solution for this intersection.
The mayor and his group of clowns (aldermen) need to go. the city is run like a circus. it controled and ran by
mayor family.
The old trees keep getting cut down, but no new ones are being planted to replace them. When I moved in 7
years ago, there were many beautiful big trees that lined Pine Street. Please replace them before the whole street
is bare.
The roads need a lot of attention. I would pay more taxes to fix the roads. They are embarrassingly bad. Our city
is expanding, our city leadership needs to be open to raising taxes to grow and improve our city.
The school district does not do well with students that learn differently. There is a preference for sports and
athletes instead of learning for all. The idea of the UDL model is good, but needs to be practiced by all staff not
just those who choose to use it. Seems like teachers run the schools not the administration. Very disappointed
in our child's education from Sheboygan Falls School District.
The small park on Shelly Drive is not kept up. The play equiptment is rusty, shakey and old. All the money
seems to be put in the 2 major parks downtown. Since we moved to the neighborhood many years ago nothing
has been done to improve or keep this park up. Neighborhood kids don't always have the option of going to
one of the bigger parks so they need something close by.
There are a ton of tree stumps between the sidewalk and the curb from trees taken down by the city. Those
stumps make the roads look run down. They need to be removed.
There is a problem on the Northwest side with the offensive smells from factory farms with hundreds of cows
and manure ponds. It is hard to live within a mile or so from them. It occurs many hours of the day and night.
Can't have windows open and sometimes it is hard to just be outdoors.
There is only one public meeting room in Sheboygan Falls located in the library. More public meeting rooms are
needed both during the day and in the evening.
THINGS SEEM TO BE OK
This is an awesome city to live in. Please please get an overpass over 23 so we all can feel our loved ones can get
to places safely. That intersection is beyond overdue for a safety improvement!!
Trucks are so loud that I am unable to keep windows open in summer. Also the corner of walnut and Broadway
extremely dangerous for both cars and pedestrians to cross. Because I live so close I walk downtown but can see
why people feel discouraged to visit because of lack of parking.
Turn that bp downtown into a parking lot
Use old land fill for bike park (Otte's idea) would bring in lots of outside visitors.
Very happy with Sheboygan Falls - love the low key vibe and friendly tidy people and businesses. Would love to
see it continue long into the future
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Walking on public sidewalks is potentially dangerous as approximately 10% of sidewalks fail ADA standards
which requires you to focus on each step instead of looking ahead
Was not in favor of the new apartment building downtown before it was built, and my opinion has not changed.
Changed the character of the whole area and added more vehicles to a limited grid of streets. Closed gas stations
are not attractive either.
Way too much truck traffic disturbing residential neighbor hoods out by TT and PP! The city should not have
allowed Vision park built there, it should have been built out by Hwy 32 off of 23 by the trailer park. Also that
Morrelle building should be told no trucks to come south on TT past residential areas! Should only go north to
23! They are going to run over a kid on a bike someday! Or connect Morrelles buildings to vision park and
dorect them through there and to CC and then to 23! City has ruined our residential area that we all built on 2528 years ago with that stupid vision park and the city never held up the restrictions on the aesthetics of the
buildings in the original plans! They let them build concrete crappy looking buildings and right on top of the
road! Could have set them back more and put some landscaping at the road!
We and our friends like the small town feel. We all like it that we know our neighbors. We as neighbors look out
for each other. We help each other out. Let's keep it this way.
We are building a home in Falls and expect to move in this summer. We are excited! We think it is important for
the city maintain its small town feel and feeling of a safe community for it's residents and visitors.
We feel that the city is not enforcing up keep on homes in residential areas including painting of homes and grass
cutting and also letting vehicles and trailers park on their lawns in the front of their homes. We also feel the
garbage collection in Sheboygan Falls is not great, it is either late or no pickup also of late when they do pickup
our garbage the truck dumps part of our garbage in the street or on our driveway.
We have dogs barking like mad for hours in the Westwynde Bluffs subdivision. I’m not the type to call the police
but it has gotten out of hand
We live in the Chippewa/Menomonie area and we have cars flying down our roads at 45-50 mph. There are kids
in the area and their safety concerns us. Also, we feel we don't have police protection like other areas of Falls,
cars will park on streets overnight and never be ticketed and we know they aren't being called in. Also, garbage
trucks leak hydraulic fluid on streets and this run off goes directly to the river which concerns us but city officials
don't seem as concerned.
We need a Clean up day at least once a year. It is difficult and costly to dispose of large pieces of furniture, etc.
We are senior citizens and the simple movement of these types of things are difficult, much less transporting
them to a company
We need a public sidewalk to view the actual Falls from street level
We need more safe off street parking for customers and downtown workers. Especially in between post office
and Buehler furniture. It feels very unsafe even to drive thru. Also if the owners and workers would save those
spots for customers that would help, but then we need more off street parking. It’s a terrible cycle
We need to attract businesses that are open on Sundays. Plymouth has this down.
Why can’t there be overnight parking of visitors without always having to call in information. I understand snow
season, but no need for year round.
Why doesn’t the city remove stumps when they cut a tree down
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Would like to see a composting program added to trash and recycling pick up. In general, additional focus on
local environmental impact (i.e., “No Mow May”, publication on if and how the city utilizes solar power, etc).
Would like to see the speed limit on Hwy. 32/Main St. north of Specht Motors and to Hwy. 23 reduced from 45
mph to 35 mph.
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